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Abstract: Large-scale data centers leverage virtualization technology to achieve excellent resource utilization, 
scalability and high availability. Although virtualization technology has the advantages such as fault isolation, 
environmental isolation and security isolation, current virtualization techniques do not have effective 
performance isolation among virtual machines. The hidden resource competition does exist which is especially 
severe for applications running on the same physical machine. It is essential to build models to accurately 
predict application performance interference among virtual machines to mitigate performance interference 
effect. In this paper, we mainly focus on performance modeling in virtualized environments. We explore 
modeling techniques of artificial neural network and regression models and evaluate their effectiveness in 
modeling application performance in virtualized environments. Based on the performance prediction model, we 
propose the resource management architecture. Experimental evaluations show that our performance model has 
good prediction performance over regression models. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

This template provides authors with most of the 
formatting specifications needed for preparing their 
articles. Nowadays, data centers, as resource 
provider, leverage virtualization technology [1] to 
achieve excellent resource utilization, scalability and 
high availability, such as cloud computing. Cloud 
computing has achieved tremendous success in 
offering Infrastructure/Platform/Software as a 
Service, in an on demand fashion, to a large number 
of clients [2]. Virtualization enables high utilization 
of hardware resources by running multiple virtual 
machines (VMs) in a shared physical machine. Live 

migration and easy restart of VMs improve 
manageability of large datacenters. However, 
virtualization technology does not provide efficient 
performance isolation. Adverse performance 
interference may exist among applications in VMs 
running on the same physical machine. Moreover, 
live migration techniques are mostly based on the 
load balancing mechanism which do not take into 
account the effect of performance interference. 
Building models to accurately predict application 
performance interference among VMs at a level of 
given resource condition is essential in mitigating 
performance interference and effective resource 
management of data centers. 
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Virtualization technology is becoming 
increasingly popular in current data centers which 
allows single platform to run multiple operating 
systems at the same time, share physical resources 
and thus significantly enable high utilization of 
hardware resources. In this work, we focus on Xen 
virtualization which supports paravirtualization and 
hardware-assisted full virtualization. We study Xen 
paravirtualization based on VM environment where 
Xen VMM works as a hardware abstraction layer to 
guest operating systems with the modified kernels. In 
paravirtualization, the VMM is in charge of resource 
control and management, including CPU time 
scheduling, routing hardware interrupt events, 
allocating memory space, etc. In addition, a driver 
domain (domain0) that has the native drivers of host 
hardware performs the I/O operations on behalf of 
guest domains (domainU). For many operations, 
especially I/O operations, domainU needs to pass 
through domain0 device driver to apply for resources. 

To achieve feasible resource management in 
virtualized environments, we argue it needs to predict 
performance in two cases: the case when applications 
haven’t been assigned to VMs and the case when 
applications have been running in VMs. Performance 
models should predict application performance at 
given resource conditions. Based on the prediction 
results, the resource management architecture could 
choose appropriate VMs for applications before 
applications are deployed to VMs and make strategy 
for live migration after applications have been 
running in VMs. 

In this paper, we analyze the two cases that need 
performance prediction model. We focus on the 
second case when applications have been running in 
VMs and build performance interference prediction 
model for the second case to achieve feasible 
resource management. Before applications are 
deployed to VMs, performance model predict 
application performance at a given allocation level of 
partitionable resources and an observed competition 
level of non-partitionable resources. After 
applications have been running in VMs, performance 
model predict application performance depending on 
the resource consumption condition. Based on the 
prediction results, the resource management 
architecture could select the suitable VMs for 
applications for the first case and make strategy for 
application live migration for the second case. 
Considering the unique characteristics of the second 
case, we explore artificial neural network [5] (ANN) 
to build the performance interference prediction 
model for the case. 

 
 

2. Performance Model in Virtualized 
Environments 
 
Performance interference among applications can 

be perceived as changes in application performance 

which means we can predict application's 
performance (runtime or I/O throughput) to indicate 
the performance interference among applications. 
Our model is aimed to predict application 
performance according to resource consumption 
conditions when applications have been running in 
the VMs. Traditionally, applications can be divided 
into the following four types: CPU-intensive 
application, memory-intensive application,  
I/O-intensive application and mixed application. It is 
difficult to determine application’s type while most 
applications are mixed and it is also difficult to 
determine the extent of mixing. For example, an  
I/O-intensive application consumes a lot of CPU 
cycles, but it also sends large numbers of I/O 
requests, while it is difficult to determine the 
proportion of the CPU and I/O consumption. 
Performance models based on traditional application 
types would produce significantly large errors. In 
order to model application’s performance accurately, 
it needs to build performance models for all types of 
applications and that is too costly and complicated. 
Researchers in [2, 3] apply regression analysis [4] 
technology to build performance models for the case 
when applications have been running in VMs. 
However, previous studies show that general 
regression models are very difficult to accurately 
describe the complex nonlinear relationship of 
resource consumption and application performance. 
To solve this problem, we apply the ANN [5] to build 
performance prediction model for the case when 
applications have been running in VMs.  

 
 

2.1. Artificial Neural Network 
 
ANN is a kind of advanced non-linear statistical 

modeling tool based on biological neural networks 
similar to brain synaptic connection structure. At a 
high level, a neural network consists of cells and 
links. Cells are computational elements and they 
generate activation signals for other cells, while links 
connect any two cells and enable messages to flow 
between them. Each cell represents a particular 
output function, called the activation function. Each 
link is weighted and unidirectional and the weight is 
used as a multiplicative factor for the signal strength 
communicated. The output of the network depends 
on the network connection, the weight values and the 
heuristic function. The processing units in neural 
network are divided into three categories: input unit, 
output unit and hidden unit. The input unit receives 
the signal and data of the external world; output unit 
realize process of the system output result; hidden 
unit is between input and output unit, not be observed 
by the external. ANN provides capability to 
adaptively and efficiently model complex non-linear 
relationships between outputs and inputs. ANN has 
been widely used in many areas, and could also 
efficiently deal with the uncertainty in many fields 
such as prediction and detection [8-10]. 
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2.2. Performance Model Based on Artificial 
Neural Network 

 
Our performance model is constructed based on 

ANN to profile the application performance when 
applications are running against other applications. 
We construct the performance model based on the BP 
(Back Propagation) neural network. BP (Back 
Propagation) neural network, namely, is the learning 
process of the error back propagation algorithm 
consists of the information forward propagation 
process and the error back propagation process. As 
shown in Fig. 1, BP neural network includes input 
layer, hidden layer and output layer. Layer and layer 
are full connectively and neurons of each layer are 
connectionless. When the actual output is not 
incompatible with the expected output, the neural 
network enters the error back propagation stage. 
Errors go through the output layer according to the 
error gradient descent method to amend each layer’s 
weight and propagate to hidden layer and input layer 
reversely. This process keeps going with each layer’s 
weights being adjusted ceaselessly until the output 
error is reduced to an acceptable level or a 
predetermined number of learning is satisfied. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. BP artificial neural network. 
 
 

We use the RPROP algorithm [11] for training the 
ANN within each step of the iterative model training 
procedure outlined earlier. The traditional BP 
algorithm learning rate is fixed and is easy to fall into 
local minima. RPROP algorithm is an improved local 
adaptive elastic algorithm which changes the learning 
speed of BP algorithm. Compared with BP algorithm, 
RPROP algorithm appropriately changes the learning 
rate to improve the training speed of the network, 
thus can not only reduce the computation, but also 
prevent the output from local minima. The weights 
associated with the neural network processing units 
are determined by the relationship between input and 
output. Considering the network model accuracy and 
network structure complexity, we choose the neural 
network with two layer hidden layers and each 
hidden layer has ten hidden units. As seven 
parameters are chosen for the performance model, 
there have seven input units in our ANN model 
which have only one output unit. Activation function 
defines the output of one or a group of nodes based 
on a set of input. Logarithmic, tangent function and 

linear function of sigmoid are common activation 
functions. We select the logarithmic function of 
sigmoid and linear function as the activation 
functions of hidden layer and output layer, 
respectively. The activation functions of hidden layer 
and output layer are defined as equation 1 and 
equation 2. 
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3. Resource Management Architecture 

Based on Performance Model 
 

We propose a kind of resource management 
architecture based on ANN performance prediction 
model in virtualized environments as shown in Fig. 2. 
The resource management architecture consists of 
two major components: 1) the ANN performance 
prediction architecture is responsible for monitoring 
the applications running in VMs on physical 
machines and making live migration strategy for 
VMs. 2) the Loading balance architecture interacts 
with other components and achieves load balancing 
function; Fig. 2 presents the resource management 
architecture and the interactions between different 
components. 

As Fig. 2 depicted, the resource management 
architecture consists of performance prediction 
module, live migration module and model training 
module. The performance prediction module infers 
application performance from the resource 
consumption condition observed from multiple VMs 
and provides the basic information for the live 
migration of VMs. The Live migration module makes 
live migration strategy for VMs based on the 
predicted results of the performance prediction 
module. The model training module collects 
application characteristics at the runtime and feeds to 
both the interference prediction module and live 
migration module. The Loading balance architecture 
is based on the loading balance algorithms which 
have gain significant improvement in prior studies 
under virtualized environments. As the limited space, 
we will not repeat them in this paper. 

As soon as tasks arrive, the performance 
modeling architecture keeps monitoring each VM 
running on each physical machine, enabling 
interference prediction module to predict the tasks 
performance running in VMs and making live 
migration strategy combined with load balancing 
information. The model training module keeps 
monitoring tasks running in VMs, collecting 
application characteristics and feeding to 
architectures. The two parts resource management 
architectures cooperate with each other and combine 
to achieve flexible resource management for 
virtualized environments. 
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Fig. 2. Resource management architecture. 
 
 

4. Parameter Selection 
 

Identifying an ideal set of performance-
influencing parameters is essential for building 
accurate performance prediction model. The 
parameters should efficiently capture application 
performance with high-accuracy and are yet 
application-independent, for example, the resource 
parameters such as CPU cycle, memory allocation 
and I/O channels. We choose system-level workload 
characteristics chosen by [3] as our model’s part 
parameters to capture VM behaviors that generate 
performance interference. These parameters can be 
measured via existing system tools (e.g., xentop and 
iostat) while the tasks are running in VMs. For 
example, Xentop is used to monitor and record the 
physical CPU utilization of each domain, iostat can 
be used in domain0 to monitor and record the 
resource utilization of physical storage devices. In 
addition, these characteristic parameters are 
independent of the underlying physical architecture 
which means it is benefit to facilitate cross-platform 
implementation of performance prediction model. 

For Xen virtualization technology, CPU 
consumption that each domainU consumes in 
domain0 (the global CPU utilization in the VMM) is 
also an important factor to affect application 
performance, especially for the application that needs 
for a large number of I/O operations. Intuitively, 
because all the requests from guest VMs are routed 
through domain0, it is crucial to properly account for 
the CPU consumption from the I/O handling tasks 
that are performed in domainU, as well as in domain0 
that acts on physical devices on behalf of domainU. 
If such I/O overheads on CPU utilization were 
ignored, the prediction models would produce 
significantly larger errors. Therefore, S-MODEL also 
takes the global CPU utilization in the VMM into 
account as an important parameter. S-MODEL 
parameters are shown in Table 1. Note that the cache 

hit and miss numbers can be gained from counters in 
the processor. 

 
 

Table 1. Parameters. 
 

Name Detailed Information 
Cpuutil CPU time used for a VM (wall-clock) 
Cachehits Cache hits per second 
Cachemisses Cache misses per second 
Blocks I/O blocks per second 
Read_issued Disk reads issued per second 
Write_issued Disk writes issued per second 
Gcpu Global CPU utilization in domain0 

 
 

5. Experiments 
 
5.1. Experimental Setup 
 

For our experiments, all evaluations and 
measurements are conducted on Lenovo machines 
with 3.20 GHz Pentium(R) Dual-core E5800 
processor, 4GB RAM running Xen-4.1.1 and Linux 
VMs. At any instant, domain0 could use one or more 
cores that were available. Guest machines (domainU) 
were restricted to use a single core with the choice of 
the specific core made at run-time by the VMM, a 
default Xen option. Each VM is allocated with a 
virtual CPU, 512 MB RAM and 100 G hard disk 
space. 

 
 

5.2. Benchmarks 
 

A large amount of data is needed as training data 
to train the model and determine coefficients. To 
achieve this, selecting appropriate benchmark 
applications as the source of training data is essential. 
We take the approach to select benchmarks according 
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to the type of utilized resources such as  
CPU-intensive applications, memory-intensive 
applications, I/O-intensive applications and mixed 
applications as shown in Table 2. These applications 
which chosen from [18-24] run as data source on 
behalf of general applications for training and testing 
models. In order to facilitate experiments, we mainly 
choose these mixed benchmarks used in [3]. 

 
 

Table 2. Benchmarks. 
 

Name Major Consumed Resource 
Analyzer Memory 
Bw_mem Memory 
Cp Disk 
Dd Disk 
Spinlock CPU 
Add_double CPU 
Gzip Mixed 
Povray Mixed 

 
 
Spinlock is a CPU intensive benchmark chosen 

from SysBench which consists of configurable 
number of events that compute prime numbers from 
1 to N (user-specified) and reports the average event 
handling time which we used as the performance 
metric. Add_double is a sub-benchmark program 
from the AIM benchmark suite that measures the 
performance of double precision adding operations. 
Analyzer is a benchmark program from the 
Freebench benchmark suite and its performance is 
limited by the memory subsystem. Bw_mem is a 
memory benchmark program included in the 
LMbench benchmark suite. Cp is a disk I/O intensive 
benchmark which models email systems, electronic 
news, and ecommerce systems and reports 
Transactions Per Second (TPS) as the performance 
metric. Dd is another disk I/O benchmark, providing 
varied read and write tests. Gzip is a benchmark that 
applies various data compressions to a data stream in 
a pipelined manner and writes an output file with the 
compressed data and is chosen from the Parsec 
benchmark suite. Note that we also choose Povray 
from Parsec which mines frequent item sets from 
input files as our testing benchmark to test our model 
accuracy. 
 
 
5.3. Model Training and Learning 
 

In this study, two VMs are created in a physical 
host, using the Xen hypervisor. Each VM domain 
(“VM1” and “VM2”, respectively) runs one of 
benchmark applications. Applications running in 
VM1 are the source of training data and applications 
running in VM2 generate various types of 
interference to applications running in VM1. Because 
the running time of each application varies, we 
ensure the applications running in VM2 stay active 
by restarting them if needed in domain2 while 

applications complete. We run benchmarks in a way 
that every benchmark runs both in VM1 and VM2, so 
as to construct a n n  matrix, containing all the 
possible combinations of measurement results. All 
possible combinations of applications are then used 
for benchmark runs and we also include the 
performance for each application without 
interference, that is, the application runs in one VM 
while the other VM is idle. We deploy the 
combinations to VM1 and VM2, manually, noting the 
corresponding parameters (workload characteristics 
and resource consumption parameters) and results 
when each combination completes. To avoid special 
circumstance and mistakes, we run each combination 
for three times. Partial of measured data are chosen 
as the initial training data set which may be 
subsequently refined. Additional part of data is 
chosen to populate the testing data set to test the 
accuracy of our models. Note that the data that 
freqmine runs in VM1 is only contained in testing 
data set so as to test the model’s ability to adapt 
uncertain conditions. 
 
 

5.4. Performance of Prediction Model 
 

Regression analysis is common modeling 
technique which has been used to predict application 
performance in [2, 3]. Three regression models are 
chosen as the baseline of evaluation: Regression-L, 
Regression-LQ and Regression-LI. We combine the 
characteristics of the three regression models and 
propose nonlinear model Regression-LM which can 
be denoted as equation (5). Some researchers prove 
that nonlinear regression model (noted as Regression-
L(square)) which is the square of Regression-L has 
good prediction performance. In this work, we 
choose Regression-L(denoted as equation (3)), 
Regression-L(square) (denoted as equation (4)) and 
Regression-LM as the baselines when evaluating our 
model. Regression-L is the linear model and the other 
three models belong to non-linear model. All the 
three models are trained and simulated in 
MATLAB7.0 which supplies powerful Regression 
toolbox and artificial neural network toolbox. 
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For evaluation, we present mean, median, and 

maximum prediction error values for all benchmarks 
we have in our experimental setup, where prediction 
error is calculated by |actual score – predicted score| 
÷ actual score. The mean, median and maximum 
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error values are valuable model accuracy indicators. 
In order to facilitate the analysis and comparison, we 
apply Regression-L, Regression-L(square), 
Regression-LM and ANN model to benchmarks so as 
to obtain predicted results. Then the predicted results 
are compared with the actual results to calculate the 
prediction errors. Error histogram can present error 
distribution on various applications, thus reflecting 

the performance of prediction models, and therefore 
we adopt histogram to present the mean, median and 
max prediction error distribution on various 
benchmarks with Regression-L, Regression-
L(square), Regression-LM and ANN model in Fig. 3, 
Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. To compare conveniently 
and intuitively, we present mean values of prediction 
errors for each benchmark with four models in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 3. Mean, median and max error of prediction 
performance with Regression-L. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Mean, median and max error of prediction 

performance with Regression-L(square). 
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Fig. 5. Mean, median and max error of prediction 
performance with Regression-LM. 

 
Fig. 6. Mean, median and max error of prediction 

performance with Model based on ANN. 
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Fig. 7. Median error of prediction performance with Regression-L, Regression-L(square)  
and Model based on ANN. 
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As shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, for 
both benchmarks, ANN model has relatively good 
prediction performance with only 10 % of the 
maximum error which is better a lot than the three 
regression models especially better than the 23 % of 
Regression-L. Regression-L has higher prediction 
errors for the benchmarks with many random I/O 
operations (like Gzip) than those with mainly 
sequential I/O operations (like Cp). The bursty I/O 
patterns from the applications, which makes the 
linearity hard to hold in such cases, contribute to the 
differences between linear and non-linear models. 
For some benchmarks such as Povray and Gzip, the 
prediction errors of the regression models are much 
higher than ANN model. This phenomenon is more 
obvious when comparing the prediction errors of 
Regression-L and ANN model. In general, ANN 
model has nearly double accuracy compared to 
Regression-LM or more for Regression-L and 
Regression-L(square).  

Fig. 7 shows the average prediction errors of 
Regression-L, Regression-L(square), Regression-LM 
and ANN model. As Fig. 6 shows, ANN model has 
lower mean prediction errors than other regression 
models. For both models, ANN model’s prediction 
errors stay relatively stable across different 
benchmarks. The mean error values for ANN model 
indicate that it is able to adequately model the 
performance of all the benchmarks. When only 
focusing on the prediction error of the three 
regression models shown in Fig. 7, we find that 
Regression-LM gains better prediction accuracy than 
Regression-L(square) and Regression-L has even 
worse prediction accuracy than Regression-
L(square). 
 
 
6. Related Work 
 

Nowadays, there has been much research in 
virtualization and the performance model of VMs  
[1-3, 6, 7, 12-17]. Paper [1] presents the design and 
implementation of Xen3.0 and specifies that each I/O 
operation of VM needs the participation of VMM and 
device drivers domain (Driver Domain). Researcher 
in [12] study the network traffic interference in 
virtualized cloud environments and verify that 
multiple network I/O-sensitive applications 
coexisting on the same physical machine would cause 
serious performance interference among VM 
instances. 

Wood et al. [13] measure and use application 
characteristics to model the virtualization overheads 
of an application when it is moved from native to 
virtualized hardware. Gupta et al. [14] implement 
XenMon to monitor the CPU usage of each guest and 
device driver domain and passed the usage 
information to a hypervisor scheduler for fair 
scheduling between applications that use device 
driver domains and ones that do not. Govindan et al. 
[15] apply the models based on historical data to 
predict the number of I/O event of VM instance and 

select the VM with the most onerous I/O events in 
priority when scheduling. Jing Xu et al. [7] use fuzzy 
logic to model the nonlinear relationship between a 
virtualized Web server’s workload and its CPU 
usage. Kraft et al. [16] refer to conclusion of [6] and 
propose the method based on queuing network model 
and disk scheduling algorithm to predict disk IO 
response time when multiple guest VMs coexist. 
Researchers in [2] build performance models for 
data-intensive application using regression models 
and propose resource allocation algorithms for 
virtualized environments basing on performance 
model which is closely related to [17]. 

Our work is closely related to the ANN model 
build in [6], linear regression model build in [3] and 
non-linear regression model build in [2]. Researchers 
in [2] [3] build performance prediction models by 
regression technique which is turned out can not 
accurately profile the complex non-linear relationship 
between resource consumption and application 
performance. Researchers in [6] apply prediction 
models based on ANN to predict application 
performance before applications are assigned to 
VMs. Unlike their works, we develop prediction 
model by ANN to predict application performance 
based on the resource consumption condition when 
applications have been running in VMs in order to 
achieve flexible resource management in virtualized 
environments. Our model and the model proposed by 
[6] are two kinds of different models to solve 
different problems. To the best of our knowledge, 
this study is the first to pioneer the use of ANN for 
the problem considered. 
 
 
7. Conclusions 
 

Virtualization is becoming more and more 
popular in data centers for its excellent resource 
utilization, scalability and high availability, yet 
performance isolation technique of virtualization 
technology is not complete which result in 
performance interference among VMs on the same 
physical machine and has negative impact on overall 
applications performance. Application performance 
modeling for virtualized data centers is essential to 
mitigate performance interference and achieve 
flexible resource management. In this work, we focus 
on the performance prediction model for two cases 
that need to predict application performance in 
virtualized environments. Firstly, we analyze two 
cases in virtualized environments needing for 
performance prediction: the case when applications 
haven’t been assigned to VMs and the case when 
applications have been running in VMs. Based on the 
performance prediction model, we propose the 
resource management architecture. Then we build 
performance prediction model based on artificial 
neural network for the second case. At last, we 
evaluate the performance of our model and prove that 
our model has excellent accuracy for different types 
of applications. 
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We will further extend our research in the 
following aspects: On one aspect, we will apply 
techniques such as PCA (principal component 
analysis) to select important resource characteristic 
parameters and abandon parameters that have little or 
even negative effect to reduce the parameter 
dimension and computation. On the other aspect, we 
are ready to improve artificial neural network by 
combining fuzzy logic with artificial neural network. 
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